TEXT SUGGESTION - INFLUENCER
Parallel is that game that comes full of curiosities. The player has the freedom to explore and
discover a new planet, a new civilization, know what he does and what are the mysteries of this
place.
All this is presented by a mysterious red clown, who accompanies you on this adventure.
By talking and interacting with characters and environments, the player will be able to evolve
their character, unlock powers and unravel mysteries.
Immersion is the main part of the game, because at every turn we have something new, some
challenge, something that holds our attention. The beautiful landscapes that change
throughout the game complement this incredible immersion.
Parallel is not that game with dozens of hours of gameplay, but it brings an adventure with
butterfly effects, that is, you can play the same story making different choices and changing the
character's destiny, thus knowing other places.
Parallel is being released on Steam for PC, it's a well-polished project that works in both first
and third person and can yield good hours of a lot of adventure. Discover the project by
accessing the link https://store.steampowered.com/app/1388350/Parallel/

PARALLEL - LAUNCH MONTH
Parallel is a first-person (third-person optional) RPG adventure-action game, you will explore a
parallel world with a new civilization. Each player will go through different environments, from
mysticism, paradise to claustrophobic and destruction scenes.
In the game you will have "butterfly effects". This means that choices are important, a simple
yes or no in a conversation can change the entire destiny of your path. Sometimes the choices
are unconscious. Small decisions, big twists.
The player can experience many types of emotions. It all depends on what he wants to do in
the game. With charismatic characters and specific scenes, this game brings a lot of immersion.

Immersion is definitely the strongest part of this game, moving to mystical and very attractive
moments.
After waking up in a very strange situation, the player finds himself in another world, a parallel
world that will make the player explore the environment and understand what is happening.
Discover the mysteries of this adventure, welcome to Parallel.

Features
*
*
*

A beautiful new world - discover life in this world
Your choices determine how you will go on the journey; your decisions have
consequences in the plot that offers massive repeatability
The player experience and the rich details of the environment are an essential part of
this game

Release Date: October 2022
Genre: Adventure / Role Playing Games (RPG)
Developer: Rodrigo Banzato

Links:
Steam: https://store.steampowered.com/app/1388350
Website: https://www.parallel-game.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gameparallel/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gameparallel
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/ThegameParallel
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgslx2GT1ywA8kAOZjBQFYg
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Game_Parallel

RODRIGO BANZATO FACTSHEET

ABOUT ME
Rodrigo has a degree in Industrial Design, worked for game companies and agencies. He has
always had games as his greatest passion and since then he has been studying and doing
several works related to games.
In 2009 Rodrigo had a great highlight, winning the second prize for best customizable character
in the MSCU of Epic Games, with an honorable mention in the creation of a level design.
In 2016, he produced a free game called Clown2Beat, which is available on Steam, also a DLC,
Clown2Beat Crazy Circus.
In 2019, together with 3 partners, he produced the prototype of the game Shadows of Kepler,
the demo is available on Steam.
His most recent work is the game Parallel and now he wants something more refined and
complete.

FOLLOW ME
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/rodrigo.banzato.5
Game Clown2Beat: https://store.steampowered.com/app/632650/Clown2Beat_Crazy_Circus/
Game Shadows of Kepler: https://store.steampowered.com/app/1121510/Shadows_of_Kepler/
Game Parallel: https://www.parallel-game.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rodrigo-banzato-469b253/

CONTACT ME
Banza3d@gmail.com
(Brazil) +55 11 976522664

